Objective: To experimentally indicate a lower limit of dose in mammographic imaging yielding adequate image quality for complementary diagnostic views, by evaluation of image series with different exposure parameters and additional image processing on mastectomy specimens with diverse pathology. Methods: Image series were obtained on seven specimens with different target-filter combinations at different exposure values. Three experienced radiologists assessed the lowest acceptable dose level per specimen using a relative grading technique. With the standard image as reference, fibroglandular tissue and pathological structures, including microcalcifications, were evaluated. Subsequently, a series of pixel binning processes was tested and subjectively assessed on the selected images. Results: The lowest dose level at which image quality was acceptable, and achieved with a W/Ag target-filter combination at 32 kV and 4 mAs. These images can be acquired with 10.4% to 22.4% of the average glandular dose in standard images. Post process pixel binning added to the interpretability of such low dose images. Conclusion: This specimen study suggests that dose level of mammography images might be reduced substantially by general application of a W/Ag spectrum, particularly when combined with post process noise reduction. Future studies should focus on the feasibility of this technique in clinical mammography.
Introduction
Mammography is one of the most widely used diagnostic modalities, playing a major role in the detection of early breast cancer. The ever increasing demand for mammography, in a largely asymptomatic population, calls for optimisation of radiation dose in mammography.
In digital mammography the image acquisition and processing can be customised, as exposure parameters and post processing algorithms can be adjusted separately. As a result, digital mammography has the potential to obtain and optimise images with a low radiation dose level for specific purposes. Dosimetry studies carried out for digital mammography [1] [2] [3] , suggest a possible 50% dose reduction, as the radiologists' performance in standard and dose reduced images did not differ significantly. All of these were experimental and performed with phantoms or manipulated mammography images. Although the effects of dose reduction on image quality parameters are well known, the balance between dose and perceived image quality is still unclear.
The current digital mammography units are quantum noise limited for a very wide range of dose levels, including (very) low dose levels. With low signal and relatively high noise level the quality of low dose images is restric-ted, due to a relatively low number of X-ray quanta, resulting in high quantum noise, in which the signal is difficult to detect. The use of a tungsten/silver (W/Ag) target-filter combination increases the number of X-ray quanta reaching the detector, while the absorbed dose for the breast is similar. This reduces the amount of quantum noise and therefore increases the visibility of structures. Therefore, the use of a W/Ag spectrum might be particularly interesting in dose reduced imaging. The expected noise level in (very) low dose images might be decreased further by post process noise reduction techniques. There are previous studies that show potential for dose reduction with different beam qualities [4, 5] , but W/Ag images were not included in the evaluation.
Most studies focus on generalised dose reduction in mammography, with consequent concerns about the potential loss of image quality and the resultant effect on diagnostic efficacy [1] [2] [3] . The aim of this pilot study is to investigate whether a differentiated approach could be feasible, such as dose reduction in specific views only. For that, we were looking for a threshold radiation dose applicable for single views that can add to mammography.
To explore the potential of low dose images we evaluated series of mastectomy specimen images with different exposure parameters and noise reduction settings. Because physical parameters poorly correlate with diagnostic efficacy [6] , we choose subjective rating to assess image quality. By relative grading of perceived image quality an indication for a threshold level of radiation dose needed for acquiring mammographic images useful for diagnostics was determined.
Methods

Specimens
From January to April 2010 we collected whole breast specimens of every mastectomy performed in the St Elisabeth hospital, Tilburg, the Netherlands. In this period we obtained seven specimens with diverse pathology; two stellate lesions, one mass with microcalcifications, and two clusters of microcalcifications. One specimen also contained a well-defined benign mass. Two specimens did not have any visible pathology.
Image Acquisition
All images were acquired on a Lorad Selenia FFDM system (Hologic Inc. Danbury, CT) with 70-μm pixel size and 24 × 29 cm field of view. Dose series of all specimen started with a standard mammography image acquired under automatic exposure control (AEC) conditions. For every specimen the same X-ray spectrum as selected by the AEC, target-filter combination (i.e. tungsten/rhodium (W/Rh)) and tube voltage (kV), was used for the image series with incremental exposure values (mAs). These series contained images obtained with circa 5, 10, 15 and 20% of the mAs-value used with the AEC. For specimens with microcalcifications series were extended up until a 50% dose level. In case of visible pathology an additional image was acquired with 32 kV tube voltage and the W/ Ag target-filter combination with an exposure comparable to 5% of the AEC mAs-value. The fractions mentioned are approximations, as mAs-value selection was limited by a minimum value of 3.8 and an interval scale. Incident air kerma (ESAK) values were measured. In addition, the average glandular dose was estimated based on a breast thickness of 4 cm ( Table 1) , in accordance with the average specimen compression thickness.
Observer Study
Three screening radiologists, all experienced with digital mammography images, were involved in reading the low dose series. Review was performed independently on a dedicated mammography workstation (SecurView DX, Ho-logic Inc., Danbury, CT) with customised software (MeVis Medical Solutions, Bremen, Germany) and two high-resolution 5-megapixel portrait monitors (Barco NV, Kortrijk, Belgium). Overall perceived image quality and appearance of suspicious lesions were assessed. The quality of the images was rated with the AEC dose image visible on the left screen, while displaying incremental low dose images on the right screen. By instant comparison with the AEC dose image the (loss of) information in the low-dose image could be determined. This sort of relative grading of image quality was applied for three feature categories: fibroglandular tissue, mass (when present), and microcalcifications (when present). Per specimen the diagnostic quality of the images was scored as either acceptable or unacceptable in the presentation of these features. Additionally, the quality of the W/Ag image was indicated by a comparison with the first acceptable image of the Rhseries, using a nominal scoring scale (better/similar/ worse).
Image Processing
The images acquired with parameters that appeared to be most suitable for low dose imaging, as resulted from the observer study, underwent further processing. In an attempt to increase the perceptual image quality post process noise reduction was applied. Hereto, we used a simple method, known as pixel binning, in which the signal in blocks of neighbouring pixels is combined (Figure 1) . At the expense of detail information, binning can average out uncorrelated noise effectively, thereby increasing the visibility of all correlated elements in an image like breast structures. As (very) low dose images should not be used for detail analysis the associated decrease in signal transfer at high frequencies is assumed to be less relevant. Binning was done manually, using image analysis soft ware (Image J, version 1.38 for Windows; National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). Different kernels (2 × 2, 3 × 3, and 4 × 4) were tested. All binned images were read by a senior screening radiologist and a mammography physicist. They compared the binned series with the original low dose image to subjectively determine the optimal binning settings.
Results
The range of acceptable lowest dose levels of W/Rh images, as indicated by three radiologists, differed per specimen and feature ( Table 2) . We observed that for presentation of normal breast tissue the quality was acceptable when the image was acquired with 10% -20% of the standard dose. Pathological masses could be presented acceptably at a 5% -20% dose level. For adequate depiction of clustered microcalcifications a 20% -40% dose fraction was required.
The 5% images acquired with a W/Ag target-filter combination at 32 kV resulted in an average glandular dose (AGD) of 0.1 mGy. The diagnostic quality of the very low dose Ag-images was perceived as at least as good as the "diagnostically acceptable" image in the Rhseries. In two specimens (one with a stellate mass, one with microcalcifications) the Ag-images performed even better. They appeared to have the least loss of information, illustrated in Figure 2 , with a more than reasonable di- agnostic quality overall, even concerning microcalcifications (Figure 3) . Optimal noise reduction was achieved by post process pixel binning with a 3 × 3 kernel, resulting in improvement of perceived image quality and interpretability by expert opinion.
Discussion
Although the risk of radiation-induced breast cancer due to (screening) mammography is small [7, 8] , minimising radiation exposure should always be pursued, particularly as the vast majority of the population involved is relatively young and asymptomatic.
This pilot study illustrates the potential of low dose images in mammography. Using a W/Ag target-filter combination for obtaining these images generates an image quality that is much better compared to W/Rh imaging, as selected by the AEC, at similar dose level. While in standard practice a W/Ag spectrum is advised to be used for thicker breasts only [9] , it shows advantages in low dose imaging irrespective of breast thickness, due to the more penetrating beams that compensate for the relative small amount of X-ray quanta. In this experimental setting the AGD could be reduced by approximately 78% -90%, depending on breast composition and thickness. This suggests there is room for investigation of substantial dose reduction in clinical mammography images, without compromising considerably on diagnostic efficacy.
This result differs from previous study findings that conservatively suggested a 50% dose reduction in mammography [1] [2] [3] . One factor might be the use of mastectomy specimens here as study substrate. A phantom, as used by Samei et al. [1] , does not have the ligaments and glandular structures of a breast, thereby lacking the most prominent source of noise, i.e. anatomical noise [10] . Processing real mammograms, as performed in the study by Chawla et al. [2] , has the drawback of noise level and pathology simulation, which might be an oversimplified reflection of image modifications seen at low doses. But more importantly, our study had a different purpose. Previous studies were focussed on generalised dose reduction in mammography, with consequent concerns about the potential loss of image quality and the resultant effect on diagnostic efficacy. In this study, we were looking for a threshold radiation dose level for single views primarily, in a way they can add to standard mammography views, for example in the screening programme.
When using a W/Rh target-filter combination we found that a higher dose level is needed for adequate depiction of clustered microcalcifications, compared to pathological densities. This finding is in accordance with previous observer performance study results [1, 11] . However, with the use of a higher energy X-ray spectrum obtained with a W/Ag combination, depiction of microcalcifications improved, due to the increase in detector dose level and associated lower quantum noise level.
Pixel binning improves the interpretability of the images by reducing uncorrelated noise; a technique that has already been applied in processing low dose images of breast tomosynthesis systems [12] . It has specific potential in low dose imaging, as for low dose images the inevitable effect of reduced signal transfer at high frequencies, impairing detail analysis, is relatively small.
As the increased noise level in low dose imaging, especially in combination with noise reduction, might conceal subtle structures, such as microcalcifications, we believe substantial dose reduction should not be used in all mammography projections. However, these low dose images may be helpful as additional views, without a substantial increase in the absorbed average glandular dose. With standard images available for detection, additional low dose images can be useful for differentiation, for example to distinguish suspect lesions from summation artefacts (superimposition of normal structures). This might be true for screening mammography in particular, where recall rates are increasing after the introduction of digital mammography. As a consequence of the high contrast resolution detection increased, but pseudo lesions were often seen and recalled as well [13] . With additional projections this may be intercepted, thereby reducing false positive recalls [14] . Moreover, as an extra view, it is expected to contribute to the early detection of breast cancer [15, 16] . Finally, low dose mammography images could be applied in post interventional mammography [17] , such as marker or wire verification, or in high frequency surveillance.
This pilot study has some limitations that need to be addressed. First of all, the set of specimen is small, which makes it difficult to draw hard conclusions. Furthermore, it encompasses a subjective study. Nevertheless, it demonstrates the potential of low dose images obtained with certain parameters that gives us a tool for future research. The use of mastectomy specimens can be an advantage over other study substrates, but it will not be equivalent to mammography practice. Therefore, it is uncertain to what degree the results generalise; a shortcoming that is inherent to an experimental study set up.
Conclusion
In the digital era, low-dose mammographic views may have great potential in screening and diagnostic imaging practices. The observations of this pilot study suggest that application of a W/Ag spectrum for low dose imaging permits a substantial reduction of the AGD in single digital mammographic images, particularly when combined with post process noise reduction. These results encouraged us to start a clinical study focussed on the potential for dose reduction in specific mammography views as a feasibility test in mammography practice.
